E-WEEK’18 - Events
RULEBOOK
MONOPOLY
“Monopoly is Business at the end of its journey”
There is a haggler, manager, entrepreneur inside every person. To
reminiscence you to your childhood, to bring forth your talent and to
introduce you to real business world, E-Week'18 in association with
Entrepreneurship Club, IIT Patna presents Monopoly.
1. It's an individual 3D gaming event.
2. Computerised output will come. You have to move
to corresponding position accordingly.
3. After moving to a particular position , You have three options:(a) Buy that location.
(b) Pay tax corresponding to that location.
(c) Go for mutual settlement with current location owner. In case
owner is bank , then mutual settlement is not applicable.
4. At the end of game you will get one chance to transfer account
balance to someone else's account if you want else you can ignore it.
5. Registrations would be done on the spot.
6. Player with maximum property (Balance + Assets) at the end will
be the winner.

B-QUIZ
B-QUIZ :
"Trust yourself, you know more than you think you do."
The opportunity to show your skills and knowledge in the field of
business is knocking your door. We have a variety of question to satisfy
everyone from a hardcore business enthusiast to an enthusiastic
newcomer. So brush up your grey cells, hone your business skills and
get ready for yet another edition of business quiz.
1. The quiz will be conducted in two rounds- Prelims and Mains.
Prelims will contain 20 Questions about the current corporate world
and the history of Entrepreneurship and Business making. Time limit
in this round is 30 minutes.
2. All the participants should be participating in a team of two.
3. The participants selected from the Prelims will get to play the Final
Mains Round.
4. Finals has 3 rounds
- Round 1:- Identifying logo
- Total questions - 10
- Time limit for one questions -2 minutes
- 5 points for each correct answer
- Round 2:-MCQ questions
- Total questions- 10
- 5 points for correct answer
- -2 points for incorrect answer
- Round 3:-Miscellaneous questions
- 5 questions (10 points each) will be given
- Time limit for each questions -3 minutes
Judging criteria
The team with the highest score in stage 2(excluding stage 1) will be
winner. In case of a tie, the winner will be decided by a tie breaker round.

IPL AUCTION
IPL AUCTION :
Ever thought what you would do if you got a chance to build your own IPL
team. To use your knowledge of the „Big Game‟ and your sixth sense to
create the perfect team that goes on to lift the coveted Trophy. To use
permutation and combination and make the best choice keeping in mind
the huge investment that goes into putting together a winning team. To
learn Strategizing, Resource management, Entrepreneurship, all at the
same time in a fun-filled Cricketing event. It has been truly said “The
biggest risk is not taking any risk... In a world that is changing really quickly,
the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks”. Therefore be
ready to take risks while bidding on the players.
“Being busy does not always mean real work. The object of all work is
production or accomplishment and to either of these ends there must be
forethought, system, planning, intelligence, and honest purpose, as well as
perspiration. Seeming to do is not doing”. Hence strategize with your team
members before you bid for a player. This E-Week‟18 it is going to be a lot
of fun so fasten your seat belts and be ready to grab the opportunity of
building your very own IPL team!
1. It is a team game where each team comprises of 5 members.
2. There will be two rounds-Quiz and Auction.
3. First round will be a quiz regarding your cricket knowledge (IPL/Game
stats).
4. Selected teams from the first round will advance to the second round.
5. In the second round , each team will be given a fixed budget with which
they‟ll have to buy an IPL team in the Auction.

E-Debate

:

E-Club has come up with the golden opportunity to brush up your debating
skills with the help of entrepreneurial knowledge. The event will test your
speaking style, resiliency, innovation quotient, focus, etc. with other
debating skills like clarity, fluency and diction in speech.

Participants will be required to register with a team of two members. A topic
will be given beforehand which will be common for all the teams for the first
round. The teams selected for the second round will be given one hour to
prepare for the new topic. So embrace yourself for the challenge and bring
out the Orator in you !!

STOCKMART
STOCKMART :
" No price is too low for a bear OR too high for a bull.”
Stockmart is a virtual stock exchange competition organized by
Entrepreneurship Club. One of the most electrifying events of E-Club where
many users can buy and share virtual shares and experience all nuances
of a real stock market. Stockmart gives you a chance to showcase your
calculated risk taking skills to enhance on a virtual level. It is a 2 hour event
where you can register with your email ids and be a part of the stimulating
environment of Stockmart.
It‟s an event which is full of fun as you can see your friend‟s value of shares
at any moment and that‟s when the competition gets stronger. There will be

live chat option and you can keep funny usernames and chat with other
people taking part in the event. Making strategies with your friends is the
main crux of this event and awesome strategies mostly lead you to the top
of the leaderboard which you are fighting for.
Experience this challenging online simulator and get a chance to win
exciting prizes.

6-Thinking Hats
1. Registrations are allowed on spot. Registration closes after first half
hour of the start of the competitions.
2. Participants are grouped randomly. Each group is given a
case/problem-statement.
3. Participants have to analyse the problem and present the solution
depending on the mood of the hat they are wearing.
4. Participants will be given 3 minutes to think/prepare. Each participant
has to speak for 4 minutes
(combined time for all hats)

